
Mystery photographs 
Hopefully, everyone will have 
identified this bird as a raptor, 

otherwise we have serious problems. 
In fact, it is a medium-sized species 
and, with its long, fairly broad 
wings, medium long tail with no 
broad bands, and generally dark 
plumage, most people should have 
homed in on either dark-phase 
Booted Eagle Hieraaetus pennatus, 
Marsh Harrier Circus aeruginosus 
or Black Kite Milvus migrans, all 
three of which can, in certain situations, look surprisingly similar. 

The faint barring on the rather square-cut tail, however, rules out 
dark-phase Booted Eagle, which has a rounded tail when fanned; further
more, the underwing of Booted is dark, with pale wedges between 
primaries and secondaries, not the suffused pale patch around the carpal 
joint shown by this bird. The faintly barred tail also rules out Marsh 
Harrier (as would the flight: of the three species under discussion, the 
harrier is the only one which glides or soars on wings raised above the 
level of the body in a shallow V) . Thus, we are left with Black Kite ; the one 
in plate 153 (repeated here) was photographed in France in May 1976 by 
I. R. Hornsby. In Europe, this essentially central and southern migratory 
species occasionally reaches Britain on spring or autumn passage, and 
care should be taken with any dark raptor watched coming off the sea 
or circling over an east coast marsh: as can be seen in this photograph, the 
tail when spread may show little or no fork. When closed, however, this 
should always be apparent. 

The Black Kite is all dark, frequently with a paler head and, as can be 
seen here, a lighter area at the base of the primaries. On the closely 
related Red Kite M. milvus, these patches would be white and con
spicuous, the head would be very pale, with the rest of the plumage 
russet in tone, especially the tail, which, of course, shows an obvious fork 
even when spread. Apart from its darkness, perhaps the most charac
teristic feature of a distant Black Kite is its flight: a series of flaps followed 
by a glide, on wings slightly arched and curved downwards and forwards, 
a character that accentuates the length of its tail and gives this species a 
sinister look. R . F . P O R T E R 
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171. Mystery photograph 
23. What is this species? 

Answer next month 




